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Abstract 
We describe here a simple method in order to obtain programs from proofs in second-order 
classical logic. Then we extend to classical logic the results about storage operators (typed 
I-terms which simulate call-by-value in call-by-name) proved by Krivine (1990) for intuitionis- 
tic logic. This work generalizes previous results of Parigot (1992). 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we consider the A-calculus with head reduction (the call-by-name 
A-calculus in [15]), equipped with a second-order type system: the system 9 of Girard 
[3], or a simple extension of it, which is nothing else than the full predicate calculus of 
second order [7, 9, lo]. 
We shall add a new constant, denoted by c, to the pure (i.e. untyped) A-calculus, with 
two aims: 
(1) To be able to modelize important features of imperative programming languages: 
the “exit” instruction, most often used in order to terminate a program from inside 
a procedure; and also “escape” instructions which are useful in order to handle errors 
and exceptions. Since we consider the call-by-name i-calculus, each L-term is considered 
as a program, whose execution is the head reduction of the term. It follows that the 
operational behaviour of the new operator c has to be defined only when it is in head 
position in the A-term. This definition is given at the beginning of Section 2.3. It is 
a particular case of a rule of reduction for control operators given by Felleisen [Z]. 
(2) In our type system, the constant c will be declared to have as its type 
the second-order formula VX(l 1 X --t X), which axiomatizes classical logic over 
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intuitionistic logic. In this way, our system extends to classical logic the usual 
“Curry-Howard correspondence” between intuitionistic proofs and programs. The 
type of the “exit” instruction itself will be the “absurdity rule” VX( _L + X) which is an 
instance of this formula (because 11 X is (X + I) + I). The type of “escape” 
instructions is given by the formula VXV Y[( (X --) Y) + X) -+ Y] (“law of Pierce”) 
which is valid in classical logic. 
We talked previously about imperative programming languages, which may seem 
surprising, since A-calculus is usually considered as a prototype for functional lan- 
guages. But we believe that the results of this paper, together with those in [S] about 
storage operators, are good supports for the following claim: the second-order 
A-calculus, together with the strategy of head reduction (call-by-name), is a model for 
imperative programming languages. The storage operators described in [S] can be 
used to modelize assignment instructions (like y = fun(x), where fun is a function, in 
the C programming language). In a forthcoming paper, we intend to treat the case of 
“input” instructions (like “scanf” in the C programming language), and of “while” 
loops. 
The main result of the present paper is Theorem 4.4, which tells essentially that 
storage operators behave with “classical integers” in exactly the same way as they do 
with “intuitionistic integers”. Let us explain this briefly. 
For each data type, we can define a notion of storage operator. Let us take integers 
as an example of data type. Then, a closed A-term T is called a storage operator for 
integers if, for each Church integer IZ, there is a l-term c(, N Bn such that, for every 
0 N fly1, the I-term Tf0 (fis a fixed variable, or, in fact, any A-term) reduces, by head 
reduction, to&$, where I$, is obtained from a, by means of some substitution. 
For example, T = ,lf;ln((n);lg .g 0 s)f 0, where s is any A-term for the successor, is 
a storage operator for integers: indeed, it is easily checked that, if 8 N Bn, then Tfe 
reduces, by head reduction, to (f)s”O. 
The interest of such operators lies in two facts: 
(1) In I-calculus with head reduction (call-by-name A-calculus), they simulate call- 
by-value for integers. This follows from their very definition: iffis any I-term, and if 
we have to computefe, let us compute Tfe (by head reduction) instead. This will give 
first for;, and then we will reduce &,, which is clearly the same computation as to 
reduce@,. This means that we computed 8 first (in the form cl”), and then that we 
applied the “function”fto the result of this computation. Thus, the integer 0 has been 
called by value. 
(2) We can find simple second-order types for some of these operators. In fact, let 
Int [Ix] be the type of integers (Int [x] is the formula VX { Vy(Xy + Xsy), X0 + Xx}, 
which says that x belongs to any set containing 0 and closed by successor). Then, it is 
proved in [S] that any A-term T, which is of type Vx (1 Int [x] -+ 1 Int* [xl}, is 
a storage operator for integers. The operation * is the Godel translation, which 
associates, to every formula F, the formula F* obtained by negating each atomic 
formula of F. It has the well-known property of turning every classical proof into an 
intuitionistic one. 
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Now, let us say that a I-term 6’ is an intuitionistic integer, if t- 8: Int [n] for some 
n (i.e. if 8 is obtained by an intuitionistic proof of Int [n]), and that 0 is a classical 
integer, if c: VX(l 1 X -+ X) I- 8: Int [n] (i.e. if 6’ is obtained by means of a classical 
proof of Int [n], which we shall denote by EC 0: Int [n]). Then, Theorem 4.4 asserts the 
following: let T be of type Vx (1 Int [x] + 1 Int* [xl). Then, even if 8 is a classical 
integer, Tfr3 will still reduce, by head reduction, tofab, i.e. to the same result as for an 
intuitionistic integer. 
The intuitive meaning of such a result can be explained as follows: let us consider 
that the atomic formula I is the type of executable programs. Suppose you write 
a program 0 in order to compute some integer, say the 100000th prime number, for 
example. This program is of type Int, not of type I, and, as such, is not executable 
alone. Indeed, some operating system must take care of it, in order, first, to launch it, 
then to supervise its execution (hardware or software errors may occur), and finally to 
display its result in some form, or to pass it to another program, and so on. Let us 
represent this operating system by E. Then, the executable program is Ed, which is of 
type I, so that E has, naturally, the type 1 Int. A program like E is usually called 
a “continuation”. 
Now, an essential feature of E is the fact that it must call the program 0 by uaZue: in 
fact, it is clear that during the execution of E8, we want that 8 be computed first, i.e. 
that the operating system begins by dealing with 8, not by carrying out its own 
internal procedures, which may be very long and numerous. But, by Theorem 4.4, 
there is a way to ensure this, and it is to use storage operators: if we know that E is of 
the form TA where T is of type Vx (1 Int [x] + 1 Int* [xl}, then the continuation 
E will behave as we want. This explains the interest of considering the head reduction 
of terms like Tfe. 
The extraction of programs from classical proofs, which has long been considered 
as impossible, has raised a lot of interest since two or three years. The fact that control 
operators can be given types like 11 F + F was discovered by Griffin [6], and 
exploited by Murthy [ 1 l] via translations of classical into intuitionistic logic. Girard 
[4,5] has recently obtained a new universal system which embodies, as fragments, 
linear logic, intuitionistic logic and classical logic. 
The deduction system devised by Parigot for classical logic in [12, 131 allows 
extraction of programs in an extension of I-calculus with two abstracters, called 
&-calculus. This is close to the method described in the present paper because head 
c-reduction is equivalent to head reduction of +-calculus. The idea of using storage 
operators in order to “decode” classical integers is due to him [13]. In fact, he has 
proved Theorem 4.3 [14], in the frame of &-calculus, and the particular case of 
Theorem 4.4 when T = IlfAn((n)lg.gos)fO. It should be noted that it is this result 
which ensures the correctness of programs obtained from classical proofs. 
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2. Preliminaries on A-calculus and second-order type systems 
2.1. Pure L-calculus 
We shall denote by /1 the set of terms of pure (i.e. untyped) I-calculus, also called 
A-terms. A variable of the ;l-calculus will be called a Il-variable; by convention, 
a A-variable which is never used under a A will be called a A-constant. Given t, u E ,4, 
the result of the application oft to u will be denoted by (t)u or simply tu. In the same 
way, we shall write (t)uv or tuv instead of ((t)u)v, etc. 
The fi (resp. fir)-equivalence between two A-terms t, u E A will be denoted by t N gu 
(resp. t N BV~). 
If IZ E N the notation (t)“u will mean (t) . . . (t)u (t being repeated n times). We shall 
denote the booleans Ix2y.y and Ix1y.x by 0 and 1. 
The notation t [ul/xl, . . . ,u,/x,] will represent the result of the simultaneous 
substitution of Ui to the free occurrences of xi in t (after a suitable renaming of the 
bourided variables oft). The notation for the successive substitution of u1 to x1, . . . , u,, 
to x, will be t [ul/xl] . . . [u,/x,]. Let us recall that a R-term t either has a head redex 
(i.e. t = AxI . . . Axk(~x.u)wl . . . u,: the head redex being (Ax. u)u), or is in head normal 
form (h.n.& in short), i.e. t = Ix1 . . . Izxk(x)ul . . . u,. A solvable term is a l-term which is 
P-equivalent to a h.n.f. A head reduction is a /?-reduction in which we only contract 
head redexes. It is well known that, if t is a solvable term, the head reduction of 
t results in a h.n.f. called the principal head normal form of t. We shall mainly use 
a restricted form of head reduction, which stops as soon as one obtains a term 
beginning by a 2. Let us say that t’ is obtained from t by one step of restricted head 
reduction if t = (Ax. u)vtl . . . t, and t’ = u[u/x] tl . . . t,. The notation t > t’ will mean 
that t’ is obtained from t by a finite number of steps of restricted head reduction. 
The following lemma is immediate. 
Lemma 2.1. (i) 1j t > t’, then tul . . . uk > t’ul . . . uk. 
(ii) Ift>t’, then t[ul/xl . . . ,uk/xk]>t’[uI/xl, . . . ,uk/xk]. 
A substitution S is a map from the set of A-variables into /i. It has a unique natural 
extension into a map (which we shall also denote by S) from n into itself, such that 
S(h) = S(t)S(u) and S(2x.t) = Ay.S,(t[y/x]) for any variable y except a finite 
number (where S, is the substitution defined by S,(y) = y; S,(z) = S(z) for any 
variable z # y). The second part of the preceding lemma can be rewritten as follows. 
Lemma 2.2. Zf t > t’ then S(t)> S(t’)for any substitution S. 
2.2. Second-order type systems 
The types will be formulas of the (usual) second-order predicate calculus over 
a given language 9. The logical connectives used are only I, -+ , V. We shall use the 
notation Al, AZ, . . . ,Ak + B for A1 + (A, + ( .” + (& + B) . . . )). 
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There are individual (or first-order) variables, denoted by x, y, . . . , and predicate (or 
second-order) variables, denoted by X, Y, . . . There may be symbols of function, but 
no variables of function. As usual, each predicate variable or constant and each 
symbol of function is associated with an integer called its arity. Predicate variables 
(resp. constants) of arity 0 are also called propositional variables (resp. constants), and 
function symbols of arity 0 are called individual constants. The terms of the language 
9 (also called Z-terms, to avoid confusion with l-terms) are built in the usual way, 
using individual variables (also called T-variables for the same reason) and symbols 
of function. 
For convenience, we shall suppose that there are infinitely many individual con- 
stants, and, for each n 2 0, infinitely many predicate constants of arity ~1. This will 
allow us to consider only closed formulas in the deduction rules and the definition of 
realizability. 
The logical connectives 1, A, v, 3 are defined as follows: 1 F is F -+ I; 
FAG is VX[(F,G+X)+X]; FvG is VX[(F-+X),(G+X)+X]; 3tF is 
~XlvW-X)+X1(5’ Y IS an variable of first or second order, X is a propositional 
variable). 
We do not suppose that the language 9 has a special predicate constant for 
equality. Instead, we define the formula t = u (where t, u are y-terms) to be 
V Y( Yt -+ Yu), where Y is a 1-ary predicate variable. Such a formula will be called an 
equation of 27. 
Let d be a (finite) set of equations of 9. An equation to = u. is said to be an 
equational consequence of B if it can be obtained by the following rules, called rules of 
equational deduction from 8: 
(i) Ift = u is an equation ofb, then t[v,/xr, . . . ,vL/xL] = u[vl/xl, . . . ,vJxk] is 
deduced (u i, . . . , vk are arbitrary y-terms and x1, _. . , xk are Z-variables). 
(ii) For every y-terms t,u,u, t = t is deduced; if t = u is deduced, so is u = t; if 
t = u, u = v are deduced, so is t = v. 
(iii) If u1 = vl, . . . , uk = vk are deduced, so is fu, . . . uk = fvl . . . ok, for every k-ary 
function symbol $ 
The following rules are the rules of “intuitionistic natural deduction” from the 
equations of 8. They operate on expressions of the form d k8A, where A is a closed 
formula, and d a finite set of closed formulas. 
(Dl) r;4, A k8A for every closed formulas A. 
(D2) If d, A TV B, then z&’ TV A + B for all closed formulas A, B. 
(D3) If &t&A and &l-8A + B, then JZZ t-8B for all closed formulas A, B. 
(D4) If d I-,Vx A, then d EgA [t/x] for every closed Z-term t; x is an individual 
variable, which is the only free variable of A. 
(D.5) If &l-&A [a/x], a being an individual constant which does not appear 
in &, then & t-~VX A; x is an individual variable, which is the only free variable 
of A. 
(D6) If & t,VX A, X being an n-ary predicate variable, which is the only free 
variable of A, then d l-8 A [F/Xx, . . x,]; F is any formula whose only free variables 
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are xi, . . . , x, and A[F/Xxi . . . x,] is the formula obtained by replacing, in A, each 
atomic formula of the form Xt, . . . t,, by F[ti/xi, . . . ,tJx,,]. 
This rule is the “comprehension scheme”. 
(D7) If d FJA [P/X], P being an n-ary predicate constant which does not appear 
in JZJ, then d F,VX A; X is an n-ary predicate variable which is the only free variable 
of A. 
(D8) If t = u is an equational consequence of tp and if d k~A[t/x], then 
JZZ F&A [u/x]; t, u are closed Z-terms; x is an individual variable, which is the only 
free variable of A. 
The propositional constant _L plays no particular role with respect to these rules 
(they constitute the so-called “minimal logic”). 
We obtain the “classical natural deduction” by adding the axiom ~/X(-I 1 X 
+ X) (X is a propositional variable). So, the closed formula A is a consequence 
of LZZ (a finite set of closed formulas) and d (a set of equations) in classical logic 
if and only if d, VX(i 1 X + X) FJ A is obtained by means of the preceding 
deduction rules. 
By the well known Curry-Howard isomorphism, the rules for intuitionistic logic 
are easily translated into rules of construction of typed terms. More precisely, let us 
define a context r to be an expression of the form xi : Al, . . . , xk: Ak where xi, . . . , xk 
are distinct A-variables, and Al, . . . ,Ak are closed formulas; a typed term is an 
expression of the form r F,gs: A, where r is a context, z a A-term, and A a closed 
formula (it is read as “7 is of type A in the context r, with respect to the equations 
of 8”). 
The following are the rules of construction of typed terms: 
(Tl) r, x: A F8x: A for every closed formula A. 
(T2) If r, x : A F8 z : B, then r FJ Ax. z: A + B for all closed formulas A, B. 
(T3) If r k,g~:A and r FJr’ : A + B, then r t&z: B for all closed formulas A, B. 
(T4) If r F&r: Vx A, then r F&z : A [t/x] for every closed T-term t; x is an indi- 
vidual variable, which is the only free variable of A. 
(T5) If r F&r: A [a/x], a being an individual constant which does not appear in r, 
then r F,J z: Vx A; x is an individual variable, which is the only free variable 
of A. 
(T6) If r Ft,z: VX A, X being an n-ary predicate variable, which is the only free 
variable of A, and F a formula whose only free variables are xi, . . . , x,, then 
rFRr:A[F/Xx, . . . x.1. 
(T7) If r t-g z : A [P/X], P being an n-ary predicate constant which does not appear 
in r, then r l-g~: VX A; X is an n-ary predicate variable which is the only free 
variable of A. 
(T8) If t = u is an equational consequence of Q, and if r E,z: A [t/x], then r FJ~: 
A [u/x]; C, u are closed T-terms; x is an individual variable, which is the only 
free variable of A. 
The system .F of Girard is the subsystem where we only have propositional 
variables and constants (predicate variables or constants of arity 0). So, first-order 
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variables, function symbols and finite sets of equations are useless. The rules for typed 
terms are Tl, T2, T3, and T6, T7 restricted to propositional variables. 
It is clear that every construction of a typed term with the full system can be 
brought back to system 9 by simply erasing first-order symbols. So the normaliz- 
ation theorem for the system 9 [3] gives the same theorem for the full system. 
Theorem 2.3. lf r E&z: A can be obtained by the rules Tl, . . . , T8, then T is a strongly 
normalizable L-term. 
Some methods to use such a system in order to write programs are explained in 
c7, 91. 
2.3. The A-calculus with the new operator c 
We add a A-constant c to the pure A-calculus. Let us consider the following two 
rules of reduction, called rules of head c-reduction: 
(1) (/lx.u)ttl . . . tk + (u[t/x])tl . . . tk for every u,t,tl, . . . ,tk e/i, 
(2) ctt, . . . tk + (t);lx(x)t, . . . tk, for every t, tl, . . . , tk E A, x being a A-variable not 
appearing in tl, . . . , t k. 
For any A-terms t, t’, we shall write t >e t’ if t’ is obtained from t by applying these 
rules finitely many times. We say that t’ is obtained from t by head c-reduction. 
Remark. We shall consider i-terms written with c as programs whose execution is 
head c-reduction. Then, we can see that a i-term like (c)Ax. 7, where z is a I-term which 
does not contain the variable x, modelizes an instruction like exit (7) (“exit” is to be 
understood as in the C programming language), which executes the program z at the 
top level. In fact, consider a A-term t, in which there is a subterm (c)lx. z. If during the 
execution (i.e. the head c-reduction) of t, this subterm arrives in the active position, 
which is the head position, the term t has taken the form ((c)Ax. z) z1 . . . z, , which gives 
z in two steps of head c-reduction. So, the instruction exit (.) can be represented by the 
A-term ly (c) Ax. y. 
The following lemma is clear. 
Lemma 2.4. Zft >Ct’, then t [tl/xI, . . . , t,/x,] =re t’ [tl/xI , . . . , tJx.1 (in other words, 
S(t) >,S(t’)for any substitution S). 
Let us consider now typed I-calculus of second order, as defined before, in which 
the /I-constant c is always declared of type VX(i 1 X --) X). By the Curry-Howard 
isomorphism, a construction of a typed term of the form x1 : Al, . . . ,xk: Ak, 
c: VX(i 1 X + X) E&T: A, with the rules Tl to T8, correspond precisely to an 
intuitionistic proof of Al, . . . , Ak, t/X(1 1 X --) X) F8 A, i.e. to a classical proof of 
AI, . . . ,Akt-&A. 
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Notation. Weshalloftenwritex,:A,, . . . ,x,:A,t-iz:Ainsteadofx,:A,, . . . ,xk:Ak, 
c:k’X(-~lX+ X)k87:A. 
Intuitively speaking, I is the type of executable programs, i.e. the type of programs 
to which we can apply the process of head reduction. Programs of other types are 
modules, used to build executable programs, but are not executable themselves. 
Remark. The J.-term Ay(c)lx.y considered above to represent the instruction exit(.) 
can be given the type VX( I + X) which is the “absurdity rule” of intuitionistic logic. 
In fact, since we shall substitute to y a program executed at the top level, it is natural 
to declare y:I. Then y:Ik’Ax.y:(X + I) + I and y: I k’(c)Ax.y: X, so that 
l-cAy(c)Ax.y: VX(I + X). 
Since I is the type of executable programs, it must be preserved by head c- 
reduction. This is the meaning of the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.5. Zf xI:AI, . . . ,xk:Akr k>z:I, and T>~z’, then xI:AI, . . . ,xk: 
Ak, I->z’:l. 
A formula will be said to be open if it does not begin by V. Every formula F of the 
system 9 can be written, in only one way, in the form: F = VX1 . . . VX, F “, where F” 
is an open formula, which will be called the interior ofF. It is clear that, if r k t: F, then 
rk t:F”. A context r will be called a c-context if it contains the declaration 
c: VX (~1 X +X). We first prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.6. Let r be a c-context, and assume that r kcut, . . . t,: A in the system 
P-. Then there is a formula B such that r I- M: 11 B, and r, x: B I- xtI . . t, : A ’ (x 
being a A-variable not appearing in r, tI, . . . , t,). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the construction, in the system 9, of the typed 
term r E cut1 . . . t, : A. Let us consider the last application of rules Tl, T2, T3, T6, T7: 
it cannot be Tl or T2 since cut1 . . . t, is not a variable, and does not begin by 1. 
If it is T3, then there are two cases: 
(i) n >O; then I’l-cut1 . . . t,_ 1 : F + A, t,: F. By induction hypothesis, there is 
a formula B such that rt-u:llB, and r,x:Bkxt, . . . t,_I:F-+ A. So 
r,x:BExtI . . . t,:A, and also r,x:Bt-xtI ... t,:A’. 
(ii) n = 0, then we have r kc: F -+ A, u:F. By Lemma VIII.1 of [7], the formula 
F~Aisoftheformii~-,~.ItfollowsthatF~iiA,andrt-u:iiA. 
Since it is clear that r, x: A l-x: A”, we obtain the result, with B = A. 
If it is the rule T6, then A = @[F/X], and rI-ccutl . . . t,: VX @. We can suppose 
that the variable X does not appear in r. By induction hypothesis, there is a 
formula D such that r k ~11 D, and r, x: D k xtI . . . t,: @“. It follows that 
r[F/X] k UT 1 D [F/X], and r[F/X], x:DIF/X]kxtI . . . t,:W[F,JX]. But 
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r [F/X] is r itself. Let Y = @” [F/X], and B = D [F/X]; then r k u :ll B, and r, 
x:Bkxt, . . . t,: $. It follows that r, x: B k xtI . . . t,: Y’, which is the desired result, 
since Y” E A”. 
If it is the rule T7, then A = VX F, and r I- cut, . . . t,: F [P/X], P being a proposi- 
tional constant not appearing in r. By induction hypothesis, we have r k u:ll B 
and r, x: BI-xt, . . . t, : F”. The result follows, since F” E A”. 0 
Proof of Proposition 2.5. We can now prove Proposition 2.5 (only for the system 9, 
for sake of brevity): we can suppose that z’ is obtained from T by one step of 
head c-reduction. If this is a step of head reduction, the result is already known. 
Otherwise, z = curl . . . zk and z’ = (u)~x(x)ri . . . zk. So, we have rl-cut, . . . tk:l.. 
By Proposition 2.6 (with A E I), there is a formula B such that Tl-u: 
11 B, and r,x:Bkxt, . . . &:I. Then rk,Ix(x)tI . . . tk:iB, so that 
rt(U)k(X)tl .. . tk:l. 0 
3. Realizability 
3.1. A-models 
A subset $Y of n will be called saturated if u [t/x] tI . . . tk E % * (Ax. u) tt, . . tk E .% 
for every k 3 0, t, u, tl, . . . , k t E A. In other words, ?Z is saturated if t E X, t’ > t * t’ E 3. 
If E, % c /i, we define ?E -+ % to be {t E A; t5: E % for every 4 E 5?}. It is clear that, if 
% is saturated, the same is true for .!E + %, for any .!Z c A. 
Let Ys(/i) be the set of all saturated subsets of /1. A subset !N of Y’,(A) will be called 
adequate if 9, % E ‘9I = (?E + %) E !R, and for every subset 6 of ‘9$ the intersection of 
6 belongs to ‘K In particular, /1 E ‘$I (take 6 = 8). 
Let 9 be a second-order language. We shall now define the notion of n-model for 
9; it is a modification of the classical notion of second-order model, in which the set 
of truth values is not (0, l> as usual, but an adequate subset !R of g’,(A). (To avoid any 
confusion, let us notice that this notion of /i-model has nothing to do with the notion 
of model of I-calculus used in denotational semantics). 
A A-model ./Z for the language 9 is composed of the following data: 
- a nonempty set [&I, called the universe of the n-model 4’, 
_ an adequate subset ‘!N of Y,(n); !R will be called the truth value set of the 
n-model A, 
- for every n-ary functional symbolf of 9, a functionfM: [_&I” + [&I, 
- for every n-ary predicate constant P of 9, a function PM: [_KJ” -+ ‘3. For n = 0, 
this means that for each propositional constant P (for example, I), we are given an 
element PM E R 
Let us now define the value of a second-order formula of 9 in the n-model 4. In 
order to do this, we shall bound the individual variables to [_&I, and the n-ary 
predicate variables to !NIJl”, 
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The formulas of 9 with parameters in &? are defined to be the formulas of the 
language YJ obtained by adding to 9 each element of [M] as a constant symbol, 
and each element of RCA]” as an n-ary predicate constant. Each new symbol is 
interpreted in _4? as itself, so that ~2 can be considered, in an obvious manner, as 
a n-model of ZJ. 
Let F be a closed second-order formula of Y with parameters in &!. The ualue of 
F in the A-model _M, denoted by 1 F 1~ is an element of 9Z inductively defined by the 
following conditions: 
-If F is an atomic formula, then F E P(tl , . . . , t,), where t, , . . . , t, are closed 
ZA-terms, and P an n-ary predicate constant of YJ. Let ml, . . . , m, E [ _M] be the 
values of tl, . . . , t, in .M; then we define 1 F 1~ as PA(mI, . . . , m,) which is an 
element of R. 
-If F z G + G’, then (FI& = IGIA + (G’lM, 
-If F E VxG, where x is a first-order variable, then IF JM = n { lG[m/x]j_,r; 
mE Cal), 
-i z ;,szT G, where X is an n-ary predicate variable, then I FIX = n { ) G[ Q/X] IA; 
“1. 
This definition can be given in terms of the notion of realizability. We shall say that 
a A-term z realizes F in the /i-model &! (F being a closed formula with parameters in 
M), if and only if z E IFIJ. A notation for this is r ItJ F, or even zlt F, if there is no 
ambiguity about the n-model in use. Clearly, we have the following inductive 
definition of realizability: 
-If F is a closed atomic formula P(tl, . . . , t,), then r It F 0 z E PA(mI, . . . ,m,), mi 
being the value in & of the closed ZM-term ti, 
-zItG+ G’ o z5IkG’forevery5E,4,[ItG, 
-If x is an individual variable, then T Il-Vx G o r It G [m/x] for every m E [A], 
-If X is an n-ary predicate variable, then z It VX G e r It G [@/Xl for every 
@ E 9Pl”. 
If we restrict ourselves to the system 9, a /l-model 4 is only composed of an 
adequate subset R of P,(n), and, for each propositional constant P, an element (PIA 
of 93. 
The following important lemma links the notions of typed terms and realizability in 
a n-model. First, we need a definition. 
Let JZ be a n-model for 9, and t = u an equation of 2. We shall say that 
JY satisfies t = u, if the closure of this formula is true in _44; in other words, x1, . . . , xk 
being the free variables of t,u, A? satisfies t = u if, and only if, for every 
4, . . . , ak E [Al], the terms t[aI/xI, . . . ,ak/xk] and u[aI/xI, . . . ,ak/xk] have the 
same value in JZ. 
If d is a set of equations of 9, we shall say that _M satisfies d (in symbols ~2 k b), or 
that _& is a model of 8, if JZ? satisfies each equation of 8. 
Lemma 3.1. Let B be afinite set of equations in the language 9, and JZ a A-model of 8. 
Suppose that xI:AI, . . . ,xk:Akl-aT:A for some closed formulas AI, . . . ,Ak, A with 
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parameters in .&?. Zftl It-- Al, . . . ,& It-- A,, then z[Sl/xl, . . . ,&Jxk] I-AA. In par- 
ticdar, $x1 E IAl I_&, . . . ,xk E IA,‘!& then z E [Aid. 
Proof. Let (i , . . . ,& E A, such that (i It--A,, . . . , & It-- Ak, be fixed throughout the 
proof. We reason by induction on the length of the proof of x1 : A 1, . . . , xk : Ak k8 z : A, 
by means of the rules Tl-T8. Let us consider the last rule used: 
If it is Tl, then r E xi and A = Ai, so that the result is trivial. 
If it is T2, then r E Ax.r’, A z B + C, and we previously obtained 
xl:A 1, . . , xk: Ak, x: B F&z’: C. If 5 IF&B, then, by induction hypothesis, we get 
r’CSJx1, ... , ‘tk/Xk, @lx1 E icih. But ICI& is a saturated subset of A, so that 
(Jxr’CS1lx1, ..’ , &/xk])( E ( Cl&. Since this is true for every 5 which realizes B, we 
obtain Axr’[{i/xi, . . . ,tk/Xkl E iB + ci.&nc, ie. ~[tl/xl, . . . ,tk/Xkl h&B + c. 
If it is T3, then z E r’r”, and we previously obtained x1: Al, . . . , xk: Ak k-87’: 
B + A, z”:B. By induction hypothesis, we get r’[~i/xi, . . . ,&/xk] ItAB + A, 
~“c~llxl, ... > tk/Xk] Ik_,z B, and So (7’7”) [‘t~/-‘h, . . . > tk/Xkl I~A A. 
If it is T4, then A E B[t/x], where t is a closed Z-term with parameters in _A’, and we 
previously obtained x1 : Al, . . . , xk: Ak l-6 z: Vx B. By induction hypothesis, we get 
rCS1lx1, ... ,i;k/xk]lt;4LVxB,andsoz[51/x1, . . . , &/xk] lFA B [U/X] for every U E [&!I. 
We take for a the value of t in A, and get the desired result by Lemma 3.2 below. 
If it is T5, then A E Vx B, and we previously obtained x1 : A,, . . . , xk: Ak FJ z: 
B[c/x], c being an individual constant which does not appear in A,, . . . , Ak. If 
a E [.M], let A!’ be the A-model obtained from A by only changing the value of c, and 
giving to it the value a. By induction hypothesis, we have r [<i/xi, . . . , &_/xk] E 
1 B [C/X] Id, since I Ai (A, = /AilA. This shows that Z[(l/Xl, . . . ,ek/xk] E IB[a/x]l~. 
Since this is true for every a E C&Z], we get r[Si/xi, . . , &/xk] E IVx BI&. 
If it is T6, then A E B[F/Xx, . . . x,], and we previously obtained x1 : A,, . . . , xk: 
Ak k8 z: VX B. By induction hypothesis, we have r [(i/x1, . . . , tk/xk] E IVX Bid, so 
that r [(i/xi, . . . , &/xk] E I B [G/X] I&, for every @ E ‘%[=‘? By Lemma 3.3 below, it 
fOllOWS that T[(l/Xl, . . . ,&/xk] E IB[F/Xx, . . . X,]~J. 
If it is T7, then A E VX B, and we previously obtained xi : Al, . . , xk: Ak k8 z: 
B [P/X], P being an n-ary predicate constant which does not appear in Al, . . . , Ak. 
Let @ E ‘%[-//I”, and A’ the A-model obtained from A? by only changing the value of 
the predicate constant P, and giving to it the value @. By induction hypothesis, we 
have r[(i/xi, . . . , &/&I E I B [P/X] IA, since I Ai IA, = I Ai 1~ (P does not appear in 
Ai). This shows that z[~~/x,, . . . , &/xk] E IB[ Q/X] 1~. Since this is true for every 
@E !I?‘&‘“, We get Z[cl/Xl, . . . ,&/xk] E JVXBJA. 
If it is T8, then A = B[u/x], t = u is an equational consequence of b, and we 
previously obtained x1 : Al, . . . , xk: A kg z: B[t/x]. By induction hypothesis, we have 
t [<i/xi, . . . ) &/xk] E (B [t/x] Id. Since tp is true in A, so that A? satisfies t = u, we 
have lB[t/x]h= IBCulxll~ and zC~I/XI, . . . ,tk/Xkl EiB[u/xll_&. q 
The following two lemmas have been used in the proof of Lemma 3.1. They are 
easily proved, by induction on the formula A: 
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Lemma 3.2. Let t be a closed Y-term and A a formula, both with parameters in the 
A-model 4. If x is the unique free variable of A, and a is the value oft in 4, then 
IACtlxll~ = IACalxll.~. 
Lemma 3.3. Let F be a formula with parameters in the A-model A, whose free variables 
are x1, . . . ,x,, and let GE ‘SCM]” be defined by @(al, . . . ,a,) = IF[aI/xl, . . . , 
a,/x,])A for every aI, . . . , a, E [_&‘I. Zf A is a formula whose only free 
variable is the n-ary predicate variable X, then 1 AIF/XxI . . . x,] [A = (A[@/X] 14. 
3.2. About data types 
We intend to study the properties of some special types, named data types (like 
booleans, integers, lists, trees, etc.). These types are second-order formulas which 
characterize “concrete mathematical objects”. In the present paper, we shall neither 
give nor use the general definition for these types. Instead, we shall consider the two 
special cases of booleans and integers, which are generic enough for our purposes. The 
general case will be treated elsewhere. 
In the system 9, the type of booleans is the formula Boo1 s VX(X, X + X), the 
type of integers is the formula Int 3 VX((X + X), X + X), where X is a proposi- 
tional variable. Other simple examples of data types in system SF are: the sum and 
product of the two data types A and B, which are VX [(A --) X), (B + X) + X] and 
VX [(A, B + X) + X]; the type of lists of o’ojects of the data type A, which is 
VX [(A, X + X), X + X], etc. 
In the full system of second-order types, we define the formulas: 
Boo1 [x] = VX (X1, XQ -, Xx) 
where Q, 1 are individuals constants of the language 9; 
Int [x] E VX(Vy(Xy -b Xsy), X0 + Xx}, 
where 0 is an individual constant, and s a unary function symbol of 9. 
Let d be a set of equations in the language 2. If we want to use some data types, for 
example Boo1 [x] or Int [xl, with d as logical axioms, it is clear that d must satisfy 
some compatibility conditions with the data types in use. Let us state these conditions 
for the types of booleans and of integers. 
We shall say that d is a system of equations for booleans, if B contains the symbols 
of constant 1 and 0, and if Q = 1 is not an equational consequence of 6”. 
We shall say that 8’ is a system of equationsfor integers, if Y contains the symbol of 
constant 0, the symbol of unary function s, and for any Y-term t and any k E N: st = 0 
is not an equational consequence of 8; if st = sk + 1 0 is an equational consequence of 8, 
so is t = skO. 
Note that, clearly, 0 is a system of equations for booleans, or for integers. 
In the case of a data type, the normalization theorem (Theorem 2.3) can be made 
more precise, to indicate the operational behaviour of the A-term. We shall only 
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consider the types of booleans and integers, first in the system 9, and then in the full 
second-order type system. 
Theorem 3.4. (i) Zf I- r: Boo1 in the system 9, then z zB ix Ayx or z =p 2x2~ y. 
(ii) If F z: Int in the system F-, then z ~~lxx or t -aAfAx(f)“xfor some n E N. 
Theorem 3.5. Let 8’ be a system of equations for booleans, in the language 2, and 
t a Y-term. If Elz: Boo1 [t], then either d F t = 1 and z N p Axlyx, or d + t = 0 and 
z -,IlxAyy. 
Theorem 3.6. Let B be a system of equations for integers, in the language 9, and 
t a Z-term. If k8 z: Int [t], then there is an n E N such that d t t = ~“0, and either 
z ~~AfAx(f)“x, or n = 1 and z N~AXX. 
Briefly, these theorems tell us that if a A-term r is of type Boo1 or Int, then it behaves 
in programs like a boolean or an integer. Moreover, if z is of type Boo1 [I] or Int [s50], 
then it behaves in programs like the boolean 1 (i.e. 2xdyx) or the Church integer 5 
(i.e. AfAx(f)5x). 
These theorems indicate also that a context like x: Int(resp. x: Int [s”O]) modelizes 
the following declaration of variable (in the C language, taken as a prototype of 
imperative languages): int x; (resp. int x = 5;). 
We shall prove only the assertions concerning integers (the case of booleans is 
similar, but easier), i.e. Theorems 3.4(ii) and 3.6. With this aim, we need some 
definitions and results about models. 
Let 4’ be a system of equations for integers, and do be a model of d (in the sense of 
model theory). Let m, be the value, in A,,, of the term 90. The m, will be called the 
“integers” of A,,. do will be called a regular model of B, if the m, are distinct 
(n # k =E- m, # mk), and if every m E A? such that sm is an integer of do is itself an 
integer of JZO. 
Lemma 3.7. If d is a system of equations for integers, there exists a regular model of 6. 
Proof. Let F be the set of B-terms, and define on F an equivalence relation in the 
following way: t 1: u o 6' t t = u. The universe [~%‘e] of the wanted model is the 
quotient set 9-1 N . Each symbol of function is defined in the canonical way on this 
universe. We check that the model obtained in this way is regular: if n # k and 
&‘e k ~“0 = skO, then d I- ~“0 = skO, which is impossible, by hypothesis on 8. If 
do k st = skO for some Z-term t and some k E N, then d F st = skO. It follows that 
k > 0. Let k = n + 1; then, by hypothesis on 8, we have d F t = ~“0, and, finally, 
J8Yo b t = s”0. 0 
A /i-model .4? will be called standard if its truth value set is the maximal one, i.e. 
PS(n) (the set of all saturated subsets of A). 
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The following theorems mean that, in a “good” n-model, the A-terms which realize 
a data type are the expected ones. 
Theorem 3.8. Let A! be a standard A-model for the system %, and z a l-term. Then: 
(i) If z lk~ Boo1 in the system %, then z zB 2x2~~ or z zp 2x2~~. 
(ii) 1fz IFAInt in the system %, then T E~AXX or z ~~A..~~(f)“~for some n E: N. 
Proof. We shall prove only (ii). Let E = (t E A ; t -@(f)” a for some n E N }, where 
f, a are distinct A-variables, not in z. Then E is saturated and it is clear that a E B 
and thatfE B + E. But, by hypothesis, z E 1 VX ((X + X), X + X) I&‘, and, therefore, 
rE I( B + B ) ,Z+ El”&. 
It follows that zfa E 8, and there is an integer n such that zfa zB (f)“a. 
It follows that z is resoluble; let z’ =p z be its head normal form. If z’ does not begin 
by 1, we set r’ = (z) t 1 . . . tk, and we have (z) tl . . . t&a zs(f)“a, which is impossible, 
for every integer n. If z’ begins by only one 2, we can set Z’ = nf(z) t 1 . . . tk, and we 
have (z)tl . . . &a c~~(f)“a. It follows that k = 0, n = 1 and z =f, so that r’ = If.5 
Finally, if r’ begins by at least two jl’s, we can set r’ = ilfAaz”, and we get 7” =s (f)“a, 
so that z ~~AfAa(f)“a. 0 
Theorem 3.4. is a trivial consequence of Theorem 3.8 and Lemma 3.1. In order to 
prove theorem 3.6 we shall need the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.9. Let B be a system of equations for integers, in the language 9, t a T-term, 
and A? a standard A-model of 8, which is regular. If z is a i-term such that z IFA Int [t], 
then there is an n E N such that A! b t = 9’0, and either z =B 12fAx( f )“x, or n = 1 
and z ~~Axx. 
Proof. Let us denote by m, the value, in .M, of the Z-term ~“0 (the m, are the so-called 
integers of A). By hypothesis, the m, are distinct, and, if m E ..A’ is not an integer of JZ, 
then neither is s(m). Thus, we can define a function &: [&!I + gp,(n) in the following 
way: S(m) = 8 ‘f 1 m is not an integer of .M; E(m.) = {t E A; t Es(f)“a), wheref, a are 
distinct i-variables, not in r. It is clear that f c (E(m,) + E(sm,)), since s(m,) = m,, 1. 
Also, trivially, f E (E(m) + E(sm)) if m is not an integer of A, since E(m) = E(sm) = 8. 
It follows thatf E IVy(B(y) + E(sy))I&. It is clear that a E IE(0)IA = E(mo). Since, by 
hypothesis, r E lVX{Vy(Xy --) Xsy),XO + Xt}l,, it follows that zfa E IE(t)IA. 
Thus, there is an integer n such that JZ k t = ~“0, and tfa =p (f )“a. 
It follows, as in the proof of Theorem 3.8 that z =B AfAa(f)“a, or n = 1 and 
5 Ep2f.j 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. By Lemma 3.7, there exists a regular model ~2’~ of 8. Then, we 
can define a standard n-model A, such that [_,@I = [&,,I, in which the interpreta- 
tion of function symbols is the same as in _N 0. It then follows from Lemma 3.1 that 
z It-lint [t], and from Theorem 3.9 that A\ t = 90 and z =p Aflx(f )Rx, or 
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J%? !F t = SO and z =B /zx x. Now, we have J%, t= t = ~“0. By the very definition of MO, in 
the proof of Lemma 3.7, it follows that B F t = ~“0. q 
3.3. Storage operators and Gijdel translation 
Let T be a closed A-term, and z an essentially closed A-term (i.e. z is B-equivalent to 
a closed term). We shall say that Tis a storage operatorfor z, iffbeing a variable, there 
exists z,, =B z, whose free variables are among xi, . . , xk ,J; such that, for any term 
8 E~Z, we have Tf0>f~o[81/~1, . . . &/xk]. 
Let E be a set of essentially closed A-terms. T is called a storage operatorfir E, if it is 
a storage operator for each r E E. 
Let then cp be any I-term, and B a A-term which is j-equivalent to r E E. During the 
computation (i.e. the head reduction) of CpB, 8 is likely to be computed many times (for 
example, every time it comes in head position). Instead of computing (p8, let us look at 
the head reduction of TqQ. Since it is (Tfe)[q/f], by Lemma 2.1, we shall first reduce 
Tfe to its head normal form, which is fzO [8i/xi, . . . , &./xk], and then compute 
cprOcelixl, . . . , &/xk, cp/f 1. The computation has been decomposed into two parts, 
the first being independent of cp. This first part is essentially a computation of 8, the 
result being zo, which is a kind of normal form of 8, because it only depends on the 
P-equivalence class of 8; the substitutions made in z. have no computational import- 
ance, since r. is essentially closed. 
So, in the computation of Tq 8,8 is computed first, and the result is passed to cp as 
an argument. T behaves as if it stored the result, so as to be able to supply it, as many 
times as needed, to any function. 
Let us give some examples for the sets of booleans and integers. 
If E = (0, l} ( remember that 0 is Ax/zy y, and 1 is 2x2~ x), then TBool = 
Afzfnx((x)(f)l)(f)o and T;3oo~ = Afzfnx (((x) ;lg (g) 1) Ag (g)O)f are storage operators for 
booleans. In fact, it is easily checked that, if I3 -,O (resp. l), then TBoolf6’ and 
GoOife HO (resp. f I ). 
If E is the set of Church integers, let s be a A-term for the successor (for example, 
s = Ilkilflx(f)(k)fx), and F = nhny(h)(s)y = 2h.ho.s. Then T,,, = lfAx(x)FfO is 
a storage operator for integers. Another one is T;,, = 2flx(((x)G)lg(g)O)f; where 
G = #zJg(h)Ax(g)(s)x. In fact, it is proved in [S] that, if 0 -s/zflx(f)“x, then TI,tfO 
and T;,,.fe > (f )(s)"O. 
In order to assign types to storage operators, we shall use Giidel translation. The 
Gddel translation of a formula A is a formula A* obtained as follows: if A is atomic, 
then A* = 1 A; (A + B)* = A* + B*; (Vx A)* = Vx A* (x being any first order 
variable); (VX A)* = VX A* (X being any second-order variable). 
So, we get A* by putting a 1 in front of each atomic formula of A. The following 
theorem is proved in [S]. 
Theorem 3.10. Let 6’ be a system of equations for integers, and T a I-term such that 
FS T: Vx(l Int [x] + 1 Int* [xl). Then T is a storage operator for Church integers. 
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This theorem gives a way to obtain storage operators for integers: you only have to 
find some intuitionistic proof of l-~Vx(l Int [x] --f 1 Int* [xl). The two examples 
T,,, and T;,, can be obtained in this way, with d = @ (this is easy for T;,,, but not 
trivial for T,,,). 
The same theorem holds for booleans, and, in fact, for any data type. It also 
holds for other Gijdel translations. But we shall not be concerned here with these 
generalizations. 
4. Head c-reduction and the axiom VX(-I -I X --+ X) 
From now on, we shall denote by n the set of I-terms written with a new constant c. 
A subset .!Z of n will be said to be c-saturated if it is saturated, and if 
(t)lx(x)t, . . . tk E .Y a ctt, . . . tkE%, for every keN and t,ti, . . . . t,eA, x being 
a R-variable not appearing in tl , . . . , tk. 
Thus, a subset % of ,4 is c-saturated if and only if, for every t, t’ E A, t E 95 and 
t’>,t * t’fzz-. 
Let 0 be a c-saturated subset of/i. We shall denote by !RO the set of all intersections 
ofsubsetsofnoftheform{ti}, . . ..{tk)+ O,forkEN,andti, . . ..&~/i.Fork=O. 
this means that 0 E ‘&,. Also _4 E !Rio, since /i is the void intersection. 
It is clear that !RO is also the set of all intersections of subsets of ,4 of the 
form Xi, . . . ,Xk + 0, for keN and %i, . . . ,Zk c Ai. It follows that ‘!I&, is an 
adequate set. 
A n-model .N will be called I-standard if there is a c-saturated subset 0 of 4 such 
that ( I IN = 0, and %e is the truth value set of N. 
Lemma 4.1. IJJV is a A-model which is I-standard, then c E 1 VX(l 1 X + X) IN. 
Proof. By hypothesis, we have (I 1 x = 0, a c-saturated set. Since !Ro is the truth 
value set of JV, we have to prove that c E 111 !Z + !E IN for every X E so. 
Let t 1, . . . . t,~/i,and%={(t,} ,... , {tk} + 0. We show that c E 111 ?Z + XIX. 
We note first that Ax(x)tl . . . tk E 11 X’(N (x being not free in ti, . . . , tk): in fact, for 
every t E .Y, we have ttl . . . tk E 0. But 0 is saturated, so that (ix(x) tl . . . tk) t E 0. 
Now let te[1lX^( x; from what we have just proved, it follows that 
(t)Ax(x)t, . . . tk E 0. Since 0 is c-saturated, we get cttl . . . tk E 0, that is, ct E X. It 
follows that c E 11 -I X + .Y^JM. Let now _YE E so; by definition of !RO, we have 
% = niE i 2-2, each Xi being of the form {tl }, . . . , {tk} --, 0. Now, we know that 
CE 111 pi + !!iYilM. If t E 111 SIN, then t E 111 LXilx for each i ~1, since 
X c 22-i; therefore, ct E Xi for each i E I, and it follows that ct E X, which is the desired 
result. 0 
Let 0 be an “intuitionistic integer”, i.e. a A-term such that k 8: Int (resp. 
Ego: Int [s”O] for some n E IV). Then, by Theorem 3.4(ii) (resp. 3.6) we know that 8 is 
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p-equivalent to a Church integer (resp. to the Church integer n), and, as such, will 
behave as expected when it will occur in some program. 
What happens if t’ is a “classical integer”, i.e. I- ’ 0: Int, or F> 8: Int [s”O]? Then, it is 
no longer true that /3 is P-equivalent to a Church integer. In fact, in order to compute 
8, one has to make use of storage operators. This was first noticed by Parigot [13]. 
Theorem 4.2. Let Tand 0 be A-terms such that I- TX Int -+ 1 Int* and t’8: Int in the 
system 9, and let f be any A-variable. Then Tf6’ >c fa where a is B-equivalent to 
a Church integer or to lxx. 
Theorem 4.3. (Parigot [14]). Let T and 8 be A-terms such that I-& T: 
Vx(l Int [x] + 1 Int* [xl) and k> 8: Int [s”O], d being a system of equations for 
integers. If f is any A-variable, then Tf 8 >c foe where either CI =B ;IfAx( f )nx, or n = 1 
and a --pAxx. 
These two theorems are in a certain sense, “classical” counterparts of Theorems 
3.4(ii) and 3.6. But the role played by the storage operator T is rather unexpected. 
Theorem 4.3 will be used in the proof of Theorem 4.4, which is the main result of the 
present paper. In fact, Theorem 4.4 is strictly stronger than Theorem 4.3, but its proof 
is much more complicated. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. We set 0 = {t E A; t >c fol for some CI which is /?-equivalent to 
Ax x or to a Church integer}. It is clear that 0 is c-saturated. Let A (resp. A’“) be the 
standard (resp. I-standard) A-model of system 9, such that ) J_ )A = 111~ = 0. By 
hypothesis, we have c:VX(l 1 X + X) F- 0: Int. By Lemma 3.1, applied to Jf, we get 
8 E [IntIM, since, by Lemma 4.1, we know that CE lVX(li X --t X)[J. 
We prove that 8EIInt*IA= IVX((iX~iX),iX-tiX)I~: let X be 
a saturated subset of ,4, and 2”’ = (1 %lA = 5Y -+ 0. We have to prove that 
0 E I(%’ -+ a’), !Z’ -+ $?‘I. But it is clear that 2-l E ‘iRo which is the truth value set of 
Jlr. Since 0 E [IntIN = IVX(X -+ X),X + X)lAT, we get 8 E I(_%’ + Z”‘), ?Z’ -+ %“‘I, 
as desired. 
Let a E ) Int IA. Then, by Theorem 3.8(ii), c1 is P-equivalent to a Church integer or to 
Ax x. By definition of 0, it follows thatfoc E 0. Since this is true for every u E I Int lx, we 
have shown that f l 11 Int IA. 
Now, since F T:l Int + 1 Int*, by Lemma 3.1, we have TE 11 Int + 1 Int*IA. 
We deduce that Tf E 11 Int* IA, and so Tf0 E 0. This is exactly the conclusion of the 
theorem. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. We set 0 = {t E A; t & for for some GI =s AfAx( f )nx> if n # 1, 
and 0 = {t E ,4; t >c fx for some c( =p Af Axfx or =B Ax x} if n = 1. It is clear that 0 is 
c-saturated. By Lemma 3.7, there exists a regular model A0 of 8. We define A? (resp. 
JV). to be the standard (resp. I-standard) A-model, such that [A] = [.A’-] = [.MO], 
I 11~ = I I IN = 0, and with the same interpretation of function symbols as in A,,. 
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If c( E lInt[s”O]jA, then, by Theorem 3.9, we know that c( -sAfAx(f)“x, or pos- 
sibly, if n = 1, do =P Ix x. By definition of 0, it follows thatfa E 0. Since this is true for 
every c( E 1 Int [s”O] 1~) we have shown that fe 11 Int [s”O] 1~. 
Moreover, by hypothesis, we have c: VX(iiX + X) t- 8: Int [s”O]. By Lemma 3.1 
applied to JV, we get 8 E [Int [s”O] IN, since, by Lemma 4.1, we know that 
CE JVX(11X+ X)1x. 
Weprove that 8ElInt*[s”O](A= )VX{V~(~X~+~XS~),~XO+~XS”O)~~. 
Let E be any function from [A] into Ps(A), and define E’ : [Jr’-] + %c by 
Z’(m) = (Z(m) + 0) = 11 E(m)IA for every m E [A] = [A-]. Since .4?* is the truth 
value set of JV, and we have shown that 8 E I VX { Vy (Xy + Xsy), X0 + Xs”0) IN, it 
follows that 8 E lVy(B’(y) -, Z’(sy)), F(O)+ Z’(snO)IM = IVy(l E(y) --) 1 S((SY)), 
1 E(O)-+lE (s”O)lA which is what we need. 
Now, since /- T:l Int [s”O] + 1 Int* [s”O], by Lemma 3.1, we have 
T E 11 Int [s”O] + 1 Int* [s”O] IA. We deduce that TIE 11 Int* [s”O] IA, and so 
Tfe E 0. This is exactly the conclusion of the theorem. 0 
We come now to the main result of this paper, which is the extension of Theorem 
3.10, about storage operators, to classical integers. It is a refinement of Theorem 4.3. 
Theorem 4.4. Let d be a system of equations for integers, and f be any i-variable. 
Suppose that FB T: Vx(l Int [x] -+ 1 Int* [xl). Then, for any n E FU, there exists 
c(, =B AfAx(f )“x (or, possibly, if n = 1, c(,, ~~jlx x) with the following property: if 
F> 8: Int [s”O], then Tfe >C fa where o! is obtained from c(, by some substitution 
(a = @“Ctllx 1, ... ,4cl%J. 
By Theorem 4.3, we know that Tf 8 >c f-x, where CI =B Af 2x( f )nx, o! depending on 8. 
We have to prove that all these A-terms c( are obtained from the same term a, by some 
substitution (which will depend on 0). 
The proof uses two independent lemmas: the first one (Lemma 4.5) expresses 
a property of “classical integers”, i.e. of I-terms 8 such that FB:Int [s”O], and the 
second one (Lemma 4.7) a property of storage operators, mores precisely, of A-terms 
T such that F T:i Int [s”O] -+ 1 Int* [s”O]. 
The integer n will be kept fixed in all what follows. We shall first suppose that n > 0. 
The case n = 0, which, in fact, is much simpler, will be treated separately afterwards. 
Let 9 be a denumerable set of A-variables, and x : 9 -+ (0, . . . , n} be a map such 
that X-‘({k}) is infinite for each k E (0, . . . ,n}. 
Lemma 4.5. If k: 8: Int [s”O], (n > 0), then there exists N > 0, and distinct variables 
g,a,dO,dl, . . . ,dN, with d, E 9 for 0 G p G N, such that t3gad0 >-,ge, d,,; 
BIdI >rgt&d,,; . . . ; 8,d,>fgep+1d,l; . . . ; &dN&adrN. Moreover, AdO) = n, 
X(d,,) = 0, and X(d,,+l) = X(d,J - 1 for 0 d p < N. 
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Let us note that 6’ is a closed term, because t-‘-E8: Int [PO]; therefore, since no new 
variable can appear in a head c-reduction, it is clear that d, is not in 0, Q1, . . , ,8,, and 
that 0 < rP d p for 0 < p < N. In particular, r0 = 0. 
We have x(drl) = 0 o p = IV. Indeed, if p < N, then X(d,+ 1) = x(d, I ) - 1 3 0. We 
also have X(d,) = n o p = 0. In fact, X(d,+ 1) < x(drp) d 12. 
Proof of Lemma 4.5. Let g,a be two variables, not in 9. We define a sequence 0, 
(m E N) of subsets of A in the following way: 
O,, = {t E A; t >,a& with d’ E 9, X(d’) = 0} 
0 m+l = {t E A; there exists t1 E A, d, d’ E 9, d not in tl, x(d’) = X(d) + 1, such 
that t >cgtI d’ and t,d E O,}. 
Let 0 = Urn 0,. Then 0 is clearly c-saturated. Let .MO be a regular model of 8, 
given by Lemma 3.7. We define JV to be the I-standard A-model such that 
[A’+] = [A,,], 1 I IN = 0, and in which the interpretation of function symbols of 
2 is the same as in AO. 
Let mk be the kth integer of Af. We define a function E: [JV] + ‘So, in the 
following way: 
-If k E N, 0 < k < IZ, then E(mk) = nx(d)= k ({d} + 0). 
-If m E [N] is not an integer of JV, or if m = mk with k > n, then Z(m) = A. 
By the definition of 0 (of 00, in fact), we immediately have: a E E(mo) = I E(O)I_,V. 
Let us show that g E (S(mk) -+ Z(mk+ 1 )) for 0 d k < n: indeed, let t E E(mk ), and 
d’ E 9 be such that X(d’) = k + 1. We have to prove that gt E E(mkfl), or, equiva- 
lently, that gtd’ E 0. Let us choose d E _?S such that X(d) = k, with d not appearing in t. 
Then td E 0, since t E Z(mk), so that td E 0, for some m E N. Therefore, gtd’ E O,+ 1, 
by definition of O,+ 1. 
If k is an integer 2 it, then, clearly, g E (E(mk) + 8(mk+ 1)), since Z(mk+ l) = A. If 
m E [Jr'-] is not an integer of JV, we have g E (S(m) + E(sm)), also because E(sm) = A 
(we know that, if m is not an integer of AO, neither is sm, because do is regular). 
Finally, we have g E (E(m) + E(sm)) for every me [NJ, in other words, 
g E l\JY(E(Y) -+ E(SY))l”K. 
Now, since 0 is c-saturated, we have c E IVX(l1 X -+ X) lx, by Lemma 4.1. 
From Lemma 3.1, it follows that 0 E I Int [s”O] IN, and therefore 
8 E IVy(E(y) + Z((sy)), E(0) -+ s”(s”O)I~. It follows that 8ga E IS(s”O)lM = Z(m,). 
Let us now choose do E 9, not in Qga, such that x(d,) = n. By definition of E(m"), 
we have Ogado E 0, and so BgadO E ON for some N E RJ. 
If N = 0, then Ogado >Cadb with db E 9, I = 0. But, since do is the only element 
of 9 in Bga& , we have necessarily do = db, and so n = x(d,) = 0. This is impossible, 
because we have assumed that n > 0. Thus, we can set N = m + 1 and we have shown 
that BgadO E 0, + 1 . 
Let 0 be an automorphism of 9, i.e. a permutation of 9 such that 10 cs = x. Then 
d can be extended in a natural way into a permutation of ,4 (0 is a substitution on 
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A-terms). It is easily seen, by induction on m, that 0, is globally invariant under 0, for 
every m E N. It follows that, if t1 E ,4, and if there exists d E 9, d not in t, , X(d) = k, 
suchthatt,dEO,,thent,dEO,foreverydE~,dnotint,,X(d)= k.Thus,O,+lcan 
be defined in an equivalent way as follows: 
tEOnl+1 e there exists tl E A, d’E 9, X(d’) > 0, such that t &gt,d’ and 
t,d E 0, for every d E 9, d not in tl, X(d) = X(d’) - l}. 
It follows that, if t E Om+l, then we have t >,gtIdb; tldl >,gtzd;; . . . ; 
Q,>,gtp+ld~; . . . ; ~,+1~,+1 h4,,+l, with db, dI, . . . , d,, 1 E 9, distinct, 
X(d,+I) = X(db) - 1 for 0 < p < m, and X(dh+,) = 0. 
Therefore, we have 8gad0 >-,ge,db; eldI >,g&d;; . . . ; 8,d,>Cg0p+Idb; . . . ; 
tINdN >,adh, with db, dI, . . . ,dN E 9, distinct, X(d,+I) = X(db) - 1 for 0 < p < N, 
and x(dlN) = 0. 
Since d,, is the only element of 9 which is in Bgad,,, we see that db = do. Finally, 
since do, . . . ,dN are distinct and not in @a, we have necessarily d6 = drp, with 
0 < L, < p. 0 
Let us consider now a denumerable set B of A-variables and a map 
$:a --) (0, . . . ,n - l} xn2 such that: 
(i) (b E 9$ tj(b) = (k, t, u)} is denumerable, for every k E (0, . . . , PI - l} and t, u E A, 
(ii) if b E W and $(b) = (k, t, u), then the variable b does not appear in t, u. 
It is very easy to build such a map I,$, on any denumerable set 99 of l-variables. 
Moreover, let us fix a A-variable v $ W. Then, we define the notion R-reduction on n in 
the following way: it is the least binary relation, denoted by >R, which is reflexive and 
transitive, and such that: 
(RO) (Ax.u)ttl . . . t,>R(u[t/x])tl . . . t,, for every PEN, and t,u,tl, . . . ,t,EA. 
(Rl) vtuv >R tbv, with t,u, v E A, b E 93, not appearing in t,u, v and 
+(b) = (n - 1, t, u). 
(R2) bv >R tb’v if t, v E A, b,b’E93, $(b)=(k,t,u) with l<k<n-1, 
+(b’) = (k - 1, t, u), b’ not appearing in t, v. 
(R3) bv>Ruvifu,vE/i,bE99and$(b)=(0,t,u). 
A subset ?Z of n will be called R-saturated if t E S, t’ >R t * t’ E S. Every R- 
saturated set is saturated (by the rule RO). 
Lemma 4.6. Zf 0 is an R-saturated subset of A, then v E ( Int* [s”O] IA,for any A-model 
A such that 1 I )A = 0. 
Proof. Let ‘% be the truth value set of JH, and E: [A] + %. The formula Int* [s”O] is 
VX{Vy (1Xy +1Xsy), 1 X0 + i Xs”0); so, we must show that 
v E IVy(l E(y) + 1 B (sy)),~ 8(O) --) 1 Z(s”O)I&. Thus, let t E lVy(l E(y) + 
1 ~(sY))I”MK, u E 11 ~“(O)l_Jv, v E l Z(snO) IA. We must show that v tuv E 0. We show, by 
induction on k (0 < k < n - l), that if bk E 93, and +(bk) = (k, t, u), then 
bk E 11 E(skO) IA. 
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Let b0 E g’, $ (be) = (0, t, u). If u. E 1 E(0) IA, then uuo E 0. Since 0 is R-saturated, it 
follows that bono E 0. This proves that b. E (-I E(O)\,. 
Now, suppose 0 d k d n - 2, and let b,, 1 E 28 such that $(bk+ i) = (k + 1, t, u), 
and ok+i E lB(sk+ro)lA. We must show that b,, I vk+ I E 0. Choose bk E 39, not 
. 
appearing m t, vk + 1, and such that $ (bk) = (k, t, u). By the induction hypothesis, we 
have bk E 11 E((skO)lA and, therefore, tb, E IT&(~~+~O)IJ. It follows that tbkVk+l E 0. 
But, since 0 is R-saturated, we get bk+ 1 vk + i E 0, as desired. 
Now, we choose b,_ 1 E 98, not appearing in t, u, v, such that $ (b,_ 1 ) = (n - 1, t, u). 
We have just shown that b,_ 1 E (1 Z(s”- l 0) IA. Therefore, tb, _ 1 E (1 B (~“0) (A, and 
tb,_ 1 u E 0. Since 0 is R-saturated, it follows that vtuv E 0. 0 
Lemma 4.7. Suppose that kg T:i Int [s”O] + 1 Int* [s”O], and f, v are distinct vari- 
ables. Then there exists cl0 ~~A.fnx(f )“x (or, possibly, ifn = 1, c10 =pAxx) such that 
Tfv >Rf@O. 
Proof. We set 0 = (t E A; t >&a for some CI ~~llfAx(f)“x) if n # 1, and 0 = (t E A; 
t >&a for some CI =B A.flxfx or =B Ix x} if n = 1. Then 0 is R-saturated. 
By Lemma 3.7, there exists a regular model A0 of 8. Let A! be the standard 
A-model, such that [A] = [A%‘~], I _L IA = 0, and with the same interpretation of 
function symbols as in MO. If c( E I Int [s”O] IA, then, by Theorem 3.9, we know that 
CI ~~A$Ax(f)“x, or, possibly, if n = 1, 51 =B Ax x. It follows that fa E 0. Since this is 
true for every cI E I Int [s”O] IA, we have shown that f~ 11 Int [s”O] 1~. 
Now, by Lemma 3.1, we have T E 11 Int [s”O] + 1 Int* [s”O] IdA/, and therefore 
Tfe 11 Int* [s”O] 1~. Then, from Lemma 4.6, it follows that Tfv E 0. 0 
Remark. It is clear that the A-terms c(~ such that Tfv >Rfao are all identical, up to 
a permutation of the variables of @. Indeed, there is essentially only one R-reduction 
of Tfv. 
Let us recall that a substitution S is, by definition, a map from the set V of 
A-variables into A. It is extended, in a natural way, into a map from ,4 into A, which 
will be also denoted by S. By the way, it is sufficient to have a map S defined on 
a subset of Y (we extend it by the identity on the remaining of Y). 
In particular, the substitution S defined on {x1, . . . , xk}, such that S(Xi) = ti, is 
denoted by [tl/xl, . . . , tk/xk]. If u is any A-term, S(U) iS also denoted by 
u[tl/x,, .__ ,tk/xk]. If S’ = [t;/x;, .._ ,t;/x;], S’oS(u) is also denoted by 
u Ct1lx1 , ... ,tk/Xk][t;/X;, ... ,t;lx;l. 
Let us fix, for all the sequel, a A-term 8 such that E’8: Int [s”O]; then 0 is closed. By 
Lemma 4.5, we associate with 0 an integer N > 0, variables do, . . . , dN E 9, and 
A-terms 0i, . . . , eN. 
Let p be an integer, p E (1, . . . , N}, and t, u be two A-terms; then, by definition, 
a (p, t, u)-term is a A-term of the form l3,[t/g, u/a, uo/do, . . . , up_ Jd,_ 1], such that 
Tfv >R vtuvo and Tfv>>Rbivi for each iE{l, . . ..p- l}, with biEB and 
Il/(bi) = (X(di), t, u). 
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Lemma 4.8. There exists a substitution S and a map U :93 -+ A such that: 
(i) S(X) = xfor each variable ~$29, x # v; S(v) = S(0) = 8. 
(ii) S(b) = S(U(b))for every b E B?. 
(iii) For every b E 2l’, either S(b) = U(b) = b, or U(b) is a (p, t,u)-term and 
ICl(b) = Md,), t, u). 
(iv) For each (p, t, u)-term q, there exists injinitely many b E g such that U(b) = q. 
Proof. Let qo, VI, . . . ,qk, . . . be an enumeration of all (p, t,u)-terms, for every 
pE (1, . . . ,N} and t,u E A, each (p, t,u)-term appearing infinitely many times. We 
define bo, bl, . . . , bk, . . . E g’, by induction on k, in the following way: we have 
vk = fm/% u/a, uoldo, . . . , up _ Jd,, _ 1 1; then bk is defined as the first element of A9 (for 
any fixed enumeration of A?) which is unequal to bo, . . . , bk- 1, does not appear in 
rlo, ... , ?,$, and is such that $(bk) = (X(d,), t, u). 
Then, we define U:a + /i, by setting U (bk) = qk for every k E IY, and U(b) = b if 
b # bk for all k E N. Finally, we define the substitution S:V + A, by setting S(v) = I3 
(note that 0 = S(0), because 6’ is closed), S(x) = x for every variable x # v, 
b b,,...; 0, ... 9 S(b,) is defined by induction on k, by S(b,) = S( U (bk)) (note that the 
only variables bi which appear in U (bk) are bo, . . . , bk _ 1 ). Then, the conditions (i)-(iv) 
of the lemma are trivially satisfied. 0 
We now choose, once and for all, a substitution S and a map U :B + A, which 
satisfy the conditions (iHiv) of Lemma 4.8. 
Lemma 4.9. Let 5 be a A-term which does not begin by f, and z = S(t), such that 
Tfv >R r, Tfe >C z. Then, there exists 5’ and z’ = S( r’), such that Tfv >R t’, 7 >C z’, and, 
either z # z’, or 5 >R <’ and 5 # 5’. 
Proof. Since Tfv >R 5 and, by Lemma 4.7, we know that Tfv >R folo, it follows that 
t >Rfcto. Therefore, C$ does not begin by a A. If l is not in head normal form, we get 5’ 
from 5 by one step of head reduction. Then, clearly, we have < >R 5’ and t # 5’ (and 
also, by the way, r >,r’ and z # r’). 
Remark. Since we know, by Theorem 4.3, that the head c-reduction of z is finite, if r’ is 
obtained from t by a finite number ( > 0) of steps of head c-reduction, then, we have 
necessarily r # 6. 
Therefore we shall now assume that 5 is in head normal form. Now, since 5 >&a0 
and 5 # fao (5 does not begin by f), by definition of R-reduction, there are only two 
possibilities: (1) 5 = VEUV, (2) c = bv with b E 9. We now examine each of these cases: 
(1) If 5 = vtuv, then r = S(vtuu) = S(&uu) = S((Bgado)[t/g, u/a, v/d,]). Now, by 
Lemma 4.5, @adO >-, g0, d, = g0, do since r. = 0. Therefore, we have: 
7 ~s((~~ldo)Ctl~,~la~~ldol) = S(w), with 4 = 4 CW4a,~/dol. 
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But q is a (1, t, u)-term since rfi >R vtuv = 5;. Therefore, by Lemma 4.8(iv), there exists 
some b E B, b not in t, u, v, such that U(b) = q; by Lemma 48(iii), we have 
$(b) = (z(d,),r,u) = (n - 1,&a) since I = x(d,,) - 1 = x(&) - 1 = n - 1 
(Lemma 4.5). Moreover, S(tv]v) = S(tbv), since S(b) = S(U(b)), so that z >,S(tbv). 
But t = vtuv and therefore, we have 4 >R tbv. Now, let 5’ = tbv, z‘ = S(s’); we get 
r &z’ and 5 >R 5’. Moreover, we have 5 # <‘, i.e. vtuv # tbv, because vt # t. 
(2) If < = bv with b E B’, then we have r = S(bv); but we cannot have S(b) = b, 
because Tfe >c z, and b is not in T@, and so, cannot appear in r. Therefore, by Lemma 
48(iii), U(b) = t?,[t/g, u/a,vo/do, . . . ,v,_,/d,_,], and t,h(b) = (X(d,), t,u). It follows 
that 
z = S((U(b))v)= S(fJ,Ctlg,ula,voldo, . . . >v,-,/&,I4 
= S((~,d,)Ctls,ula,voldo, . . . ,v,-II&~,vld,l) 
(because d, does not appear in 0,). 
In a natural way, we set up = v, and we consider the following two cases: 
(i) If p < N, then, by Lemma 4.5, gPdP Xgg,, idrD, so that 
z >c S(gB,+ 1 d,J [t/g, ula, voldo, . . . , up- lid,- 1, vdd,l) = S(tw,,) 
with 
vl = e,+lCtls, ula,voldo, .. . ,~~-dd~-~, vpld,l. 
Let us check that q is a (p + 1, t, u)-term: indeed, since tl,[t/g, u/a, vo/do, . . . , 
~~_~/d,_~] is a (p, t,u)-term, we have Tfv >Rvtuvo and Tfv >R biVi for 1 d i < p - 1, 
with $(bi) = (a, t, u). It remains to check this equality when i = p (remember that 
up = v). But, by hypothesis, Tfv >R 5 = bv, and Ii/(b) = (X(d,), t, u), which is exactly 
what we want. By Lemma 4.8(iv), it follows that there exists b” E 92, which does not 
appear in t, u, v, vll, such that U(b”) = q, and therefore, by Lemma 48(iii), 
$(b”) = (X(dp+l), t, u). Then r >cS(tU(b”)v,P) = S(tb”vrP), since S(b”) = S(U(b”)). 
If we set 5’ = tb”vrp, z’ = S( t’), we have z >C 7’. There are now three cases: 
-If 0 < rP < p, since tl,[t/g, u/a, vo/do, . . . , ~~_~/d,_~] is a (p, t,u)-term, we have 
Tfv >R b’v,P with t+h(b’) = (X(drp), t, u) = (x(d,+ 1) + 1, t, u). It follows, by definition of 
R-reduction, that Tfv >R tb”vrp, and therefore, Tfi >R 5’. 
-If rP = 0, since 13,[t/g,u/a,vo/do, . . . ,~,-~/d,_,] is a (p,t,u)-term, we have 
Tfv >R vtuvo , and $(b”) = (x(d,+l), t,u) = (x(&J - 1, t,u) = (No) - Lt,u) = 
(n - 1, t, u). Therefore, by definition of R-reduction, we have Tfv >R tb”vo = tb”vrp, 
i.e. Tfv >R 5’. 
-If rp= p, then 5 = bv = bv, = burp; but +(b) = Md,), t, u) = (x(d,J, t, u) 
=(X(dp+l) + 1, t,u) by Lemma 4.5. It follows that bv >R tb”v, and so 5 >R 5’ 
(therefore Tfv >R 5’). Now, suppose that r = z’. Then, the head c-reduction: 
g,d,>,ggr,+i rP d must be an identity; in other words, 9,d, = go,+ 1 dip, and therefore 
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p = rP. We have already seen that, in this case, we have 5 >R C’; moreover, 5 # [‘, 
i.e. bv # tb”v,, because b # tb”. 
(ii) If p = N, then epdp = eNdN >cadrN, by Lemma 4.5, and thus: 
7 >E S ((ad,,) [t/s, u/a, vOldol . . . , vN_ l/d, _ 1, v/dN]) = S(uvVN) (remember that we set 
vN = v). Therefore, z >C T’, if we set 5’ = uvrN, and z’ = S(c’). Now, we have rN 6 N, 
and X(d,.,) = 0. We cannot have rN = 0, because this would imply 
0 = X(d,,) = X(d,,) = n, and we assumed n > 0. Thus, there are two cases: 
-If 0 -C rN < N, since ON [t/g, u/a, vo/do, . . . , UN_ JdN _ 1 ] is a (N, t, u)-term, we see 
that Tfi >R b’ v,, , with $(b’) = (X(d,,), t, U) = (0, t, u). Therefore, Tfv >.R MI,,. 
-If rN = N, then vTN = UN = v. But d, = dN = d+, so that X(d,) = 0, and 
$(b) = (0, t, u). Therefore, bv >R~v, in other words 5 >R 5’ (and, therefore, 
Tfv >R 5’). 
Thus, in both cases, we have Tfv >R 5’. If z = 6, the head c-reduction: &.dN >C ad,, 
must be an identity, in other words &dN = ad,,; therefore, rN = N. We have already 
seen that, in this case, we have 5 >R <‘. Moreover, we have 5 # C’, i.e. bv # uv,,: 
indeed, since $(b) = (I, t, u), we have b # u, because b does not appear in u, by 
definition of JI. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. Let z. = Tfe; then z. = S(to), with to = Tfv. By Lemma 4.9 
applied to to, we obtain a sequence (to, zo), (tl, TV), . . . ,(ti, Zi), . . . , of pairs of 
A-terms, such that Zi = S(ti), Tfv >R ti, Zi >C zi+ 1, and, if Zi = Zi+ 1, then li >R 5i+ 1 
and 5i z 4i+ 1. This sequence is necessarily finite: indeed, the head c-reduction of Tf0 
is finite, by Theorem 4.3, and all R-reductions of Tfv are finite and of the same length 
L, by Lemma 4.7 (any I-term has, essentially, only one R-reduction). It follows that, if 
zi=Q++ . . . = Zj, then the sequence 5i, <i+ 1, . . . , (j is a part of the R-reduction of 
Tfv, and is therefore of length < L. It follows that the sequence (to, zo), . . . , (5i, Ti), . . . 
has a finite length K. By Lemma 4.9, this means that tK begins byf: But Tfv >R tK, 
and, by Lemma 4.7, it follows that tk = fore. Thus, 7K = S(fao) = (f)S(ao). But 
Tfe = z. >i~~, and, finally, Tfe >c(f )S(a,). 0 
We consider now the case n = 0. In this particular case, the R-reduction is the least 
binary relation, still denoted by >R, which is reflexive and transitive, and such that: 
(RO) (Ax u)ttl . . . t,>R(u[t/x])tl . . . t,,foreverypEN,and t,u,tl, . . . . t,eA. 
(Rl) vtuv >R uv, for every t, u, v E A. 
The sets J?.& $?J of A-variables and the maps II/, x are useless. 
Lemma 4.7 is still valid for IZ = 0, with the same proof. Lemma 4.5 is replaced by the 
following. 
Lemma 4.10. If F> 0: Int [0] then egad >C ad, for any distinct A-variables g, a, d. 
Proof. Let 0 = {t E A; t &ad}. Then 0 is clearly a c-saturated subset of A. Let do be 
a regular model of 8, given by Lemma 3.7. We define _F to be the I-standard 
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n-model such that [JV] = [_MO], 1 J_ lM = 0, and in which the interpretation of 
function symbols of _!Z is the same as in ~82’~. 
Let m, be the interpretation, in JV, of the constant symbol 0 (m. is “the integer 0” of 
A’). We define a function E: [A’+] + WO, in the following way: E(q,) = ({d} -+ 0); 
E(m)=A,ifm~[~],m #mo. 
By the definition of 0, we immediately have a E E(mo) = 1 Z(0)jJy. It is also clear 
that g E (E(m) + Z((sm)) for every m E [JV], because Z(sm) = A (we know that 
sm # mo, since MO is regular). Therefore, g E JVy(E(y) --) Z((sy))l~. Now, since 0 is 
c-saturated, we have c E IVX(l 1 X + X)1,, by Lemma 4.1. From Lemma 3.1, we 
have 8 E JInt [0] IN, and therefore ~9 E IVy(E(y) -P Z(sy)), S(0) -+ Z(O)IJ. It follows 
that 8ga E lS(0)lM = E(mo). Thus, Bgad E 0, and it is exactly what we want. 0 
Lemma 4.11. Zf Tfv >R z, then Tfe >i z [e/VI. 
Proof (by induction on the length of the R-reduction Tfv >R z). The result is trivial if 
r = Tfv. Now, let z’ be obtained from 7 by one step of R-reduction. If this step is given 
by the rule RO, we have r > 7’; therefore, r [e/v] > r’ [e/v], and, by induction hypoth- 
esis, we get Tfe >, z’ [0/v]. 
If this step is given by the rule Rl, then we have z = vtuv, and r’ = uv. Then 
r [e/v] = (Btuv) [O/V] (remind that 8 is closed) = (@ad) [t/g, u/a, v/d] [0/v]. 
Now, by Lemma 4.10, Bgad >cad, and therefore 
r [e/v] h (ad) Ctls, n/a, v/d1 cwl = (uv) reivl = z’ W/VI. 
Then, from the induction hypothesis, it follows that Tftl >,z’[e/v]. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. The case IZ = 0 of Theorem 4.4 follows easily: by Lemma 4.7, 
we have Tfv >-Rfao, with a0 N pAxAyy. Then, by Lemma 4.11, we get 
Tfe >C fao ceiv]. 0 
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